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Social engineering is the art of manipulating people so
they give up confidential information that can be used to
engage in fraudulent activity or to stage further attacks.

Social engineering tactics because it is usually easier to
exploit your natural inclination to trust than it is to
discover ways to hack your software.

Call Center Fraud - manipulating call center
representatives and gathering customer information and
using that information to commit insurance fraud.

SOCIAL ENGINEERING



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Of7IaWzCVo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Of7IaWzCVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Of7IaWzCVo
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60 Minutes shows how easily
your phone can be hacked

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGUR6kao9ys
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Connecting devices to the internet

 Everyday objects are embedded with microchips giving
them network connectivity

 Able to send and receive real time data to individuals,
organizations or businesses (Oxford Dictionary)



Over 50 Billion
by 2020

According to Cisco

or

5 million
New Things a Day

A lot of Things



Telematics

 Data collection,
transmission and
processing for use
in vehicles

 Evolved to include
all IoT devices or
connected things



The Use of IoT and Telematics by Insurers

 Underwriting -
Rating Policies

 Auto

 Life

 Workers’ Comp

 Health

 Disability

 Insurance Fraud
Prevention/Detection

 Big Data/Predictive Analysis

 Detecting Suspect Claims
Across Various Lines



The Use of Telematics in
Underwriting and Rating Policies

 Auto

 Usage Based Insurance (UBI):

Premiums are based on

 monitoring their insured’s usage of
the insured vehicle

 their driving behavior

 miles driven on a typical workday
and weekend

 where the vehicle is driven

 what time of the day they drive

 how fast they drive,

 incidents involving rapid
acceleration, hard breaking, hard
cornering,

 frequency of sudden stops,

 air bag deployment, etc.



The Use of Telematics in
Underwriting and Rating Polices

 Insurers monitor the
fitness, health and
activities through
wearable devices

 Smart watches

 Apple Watch

 Fitbit

 Nike+

 Garmin

Life Insurance, Health and Workers Comp



The Use of Telematics in
Underwriting and Rating Polices

 Insurers monitor the fitness,
health and activities through
wearable devices

 Insurers set premiums
accordingly

 For life insurance, it can also
provide life-style profile

 Premiums are priced to the risk
of the insured

 Smart watches

 Apple Watch

 Fitbit

 Nike+

 Garmin

Life Insurance, Health and Workers Comp



The Use of Telematics in
Insurance Fraud Prevention/Detection

 Auto

 Life

 Workers’ Comp

 Health

 Disability



 Auto

 Sensors can help identify legitimacy and severity of
accident and the seriousness of any potential injuries

 Quickly corroborate facts concerning the loss, including
the timeline, location of the vehicle and underlying facts
reported by the insured

The Use of Telematics in
Detection of Suspect Claims



The Use of Telematics in
Detection of Suspect Claims

 Auto Telematics
 Time engine was started

 Entry point

 Date and time of impact

 Speed

 Pinpoint location

 Force of impact and
other crash data



 Auto Telematics
 Acceleration/deceleration

at point of impact

 Airbag deployment

 Road and weather
conditions

The Use of Telematics in
Detection of Suspect Claims



 Auto—Suspect Owner Give-Up/Staged Loss

 Reveal how car was accessed

The Use of Telematics in
Detection of Suspect Claims

Was smart phone used to activate

locks and/or ignition?



 Auto—Suspect Owner Give-Up/Staged Loss

Both IoT and car monitors used to corroborate insured’s report
of stolen vehicle by revealing the insured’s

The Use of Telematics in
Detection of Suspect Claims

 movements

 location and

 activities at/around the time of the reported loss



 Auto—Suspect Owner Give-Up/Staged Loss

 Identify whether the vehicle was accessed through the
insured’s smart device

 Connected car apps permit remote locking/unlocking and
starting of vehicles

The Use of Telematics in
Detection of Suspect Claims



 Auto—Suspect Owner Give-Up/Staged Loss

 Help defeat insured’s claim that smart device was hacked

Any connected device is hackable, but usage of an app
including geolocation data may negate such claims

 Shows the insured permitted access to the vehicle or

 The device was in the vehicle at the time it was stolen

The Use of Telematics in
Detection of Suspect Claims



The Use of Telematics in
Detection of Suspect Claims

a hacker may be able to gain access to
the locked vehicle using a flip phone

 Auto—Suspect Owner Give-Up/Staged Loss

 If Insured doesn’t change the factory default Bluetooth code



Can a Hacker Really Take Control
of Your Insured’s Connected Car?

Oh, Yeah!



Hackers Remotely Kill a Jeep
on the Highway With Me in It

Source - Wired

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MK0SrxBC1xs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MK0SrxBC1xs


All Connected Things are Hackable

“Android Phone Hacks Could Unlock Millions of Cars”

Greenberg. Andy Greenberg Security -Publication: 02.16.17. 02.16.17 - Time of Publication: 5:30 pm. 5:30 pm - Source: WIRED



Hackable Connected Car Apps

“A pair of researchers from the Russian security
firm Kaspersky found that most of the apps,
several of which have been downloaded hundreds
of thousands or over a million times lacked even
basic software defenses that drivers might expect
to protect one of their most valuable possessions.

Source - Wired



Hackable Connected Car Apps
“A pair of researchers from the Russian security

firm Kaspersky found that most of the apps,
several of which have been downloaded hundreds
of thousands or over a million times lacked even
basic software defenses that drivers might expect
to protect one of their most valuable possessions.

By either rooting the target phone or tricking a user into
installing malicious code, the researchers say,

hackers could use any of the apps Kaspersky
tested to locate a car, unlock it, and in some
cases start its ignition.” WIRED

Source - Wired



Biometrics

 Biometrics technology that uses metrics that are directly
linked to human biology (i.e. physical characteristics).

 Because no two people have the exact same genetic
makeup, it's possible to use biometrics for identity
confirmation or surveillance.



Biometrics

 Fingerprint, face, iris and hand geometry recognition.

 Can be used to prevent identity thefts to obtain insurance
benefits and can prevent phantom insurance claims,
because the biometric identifier will prove the patient’s
presence at a health care facility.



 Life Insurance

 Premium Fraud — concealment of dangerous or
inherently risky hobbies or interests that would result
in increased premiums

 Manipulation of data in IoT devices to conceal such activities

The Use of Telematics in
Detection of Suspect Claims



 Workers’ Comp / Disability

 Manipulate data to conceal actual daily life activities

 Reveal absence of restrictions in activities

 Return to work

 Participate in recreational activities.

The Use of Telematics in
Detection of Suspect Claims



 Workers’ Comp / Disability

 IoT of interconnected devices that interact with

one another might reveal hidden activities

The Use of Telematics in
Detection of Suspect Claims

Watches and smartphones



 Workers’ Comp / Disability

 Employer mandated tracking sensors

 Provide valuable location data

 Employee’s supposed job-related injury

 What they were doing at the time of the injury

The Use of Telematics in
Detection of Suspect Claims



IoT in the Investigation of
Suspect Home Owner Claims

 Any given home can have a multitude of
connected devices and interconnected devices

 Staged burglary

 Owner claims he was not home

 Smart phone home security app shows
owner near the home or in the home

 Remotely unlocked the doors at the time of the incident



IoT in the Investigation of
Suspect Home Owner Claims

 Interconnected devices may also reveal

 Staged loss data

 connected home security system

 remote lighting system

 entertainment systems



IoT in the Investigation of
Suspect Home Owner Claims

 Ability to manipulate remote device data to
make something appear to be an accident

 furnace and/or appliance failures

 water damage

 pipes to freeze



The Use of IoT in Suspect Arson Cases



IoT/Suspect Arson

 Review insured’s connected devices

 Smart phone

 geolocation data

 communications

 purchases

 Home security system

 for patterns of use

 comparison to day in question



IoT/Suspect Arson

 Review insured’s connected devices
 Surveillance cameras at / near the insured’s home

 Geo-fence or parameter based on insured’s geolocation

 Other connected devices on the day of the incident

 Develop a digital footprint

 Even connected medical devices can tell a story



Police called pacemaker data an 'excellent investigative tool' that provided
'key pieces of evidence' to charge a man with arson and insurance fraud
(Source: Network World, January 30, 2017)

Cops use pacemaker data to
charge homeowner with arson, insurance fraud



Evidence of Arson

 Multiple points of origin

 Accelerant (gas) found at the scene

 Telematic data from pacemaker

 heart rate

 pacer demand

 cardiac rhythms before and after the fire
 did not correspond to the insured’s report of

frantic activity during the time of the fire



Based on a review of the data,
the state’s medical expert reportedly testified

“it is highly improbable [the suspect] would have been able to
collect, pack and remove the number of items from the
house, exit his bedroom window and carry numerous
large and heavy items to the front of his residence

during the short period of time he has indicated due to his
medical conditions.”



Organized Staged Accident Rings

Connected Cars are Hackable
Steering and breaking can be compromised by a hacker, creating an
accident by an insured who is unaware and unable to explain what happened





Best Practices

 Obtain the consent of your insured and/or any interested parties

 Review and comply with applicable federal and state statutes and
regulations concerning privacy rights and the collection of data

 Find a reputable third party cybersecurity consultant to
forensically secure or clone the information



Best Practices

 Established chain of custody documented and
affirmed by each party

 Limit number of people who have access
to the device or cloned data

 The device or cloned data should be stored in a secure location where
access is limited, controlled and documented



Best Practices

 Obtain chain of custody affidavits

 Someone prepared to testify that data
was not altered or tampered



Protecting and Securing Big Data

 Insurers in general need to secure and protect PII/PHI.

 The aggregation of big data, telematics and implementation of
predictive analysis tools also requires the safeguarding of PII.

 Follow Standards, programs, policies, procedures set forth in
WISP

 Follow Employee Data Security policies

 Use Third-Party Vendor Agreements to Protect PII

 Incident Response Plan



The Smart Home
Opens More than the Door to your Home



Where’s My Car?



Emerging Cyber Issues

Robert A. Stern and Daniel S. Marvin
Morrison Mahoney LLP

Robert Stern, Partner – Bob’s practice focuses on cybersecurity, privacy and data
protection, as well as providing advisory services relating to compliance with federal
and state cybersecurity laws and fraud investigation including insurance and
healthcare fraud and internal investigations.

Daniel Marvin, Partner – Dan focuses his practice on data privacy, data security and
cyber-insurance matters, and counsels clients in all aspects of data breach
prevention, detection and mitigation.
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